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The capital of Bulgaria – Sofia, is a city where ancient meets modern and tradition blends with innovation. A city dating back to 7000 BC, Sofia is now a vibrant, rapidly evolving destination, which offers booming opportunities for networking, learning and development. The Bulgarian capital fascinates new comers with its historic buildings, Roman remains and a dynamic lifestyle with a thriving cultural scene. Home to many internationally recognised start-ups, Sofia is a preferred spot for young people and businesses. This makes it a perfect venue to talk about managing the legal business of tomorrow.

Participants will learn about Legal Project Management (LPM), which is a toolbox for managing any legal matter regardless of the area of your law practice. With over 20 years of experience as a lawyer, Marion Ehmann is an LPM expert and trainer certified as Legal Project Practitioner by the Internal Institute of Legal Project Management. She will shed the light on how to apply selected and proven project management techniques to legal matters to scope projects, engage stakeholders, lead successful teams, plan tasks, draft budgets and manage the work within these budgets, track progress and manage risks. The event programme will also offer two panels where experienced AIJA members and alumni will share their experience in this area.
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